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In theorizing contemporary cities and urban life in the global South, the question that continues 

to remain poignant has to do with how to read, understand, and examine urban forms and 

materialities that manifest not through contrasts but through embedded processes that are shaped 

through resident-initiated processes. Within urban and area studies, there have been emerging 

calls to recast our gaze toward such developments, to highlight their Southern-ness as well as 

articulations that tend to exceed the modernity of the West. This question is imperative for 

revisiting how technologies in African cities are modeled by residents whose orientation is 

shaped by socio-technical dreams and visions that transcend standard references. 

Take the case of shacks, shanties, and micro-stalls as a set of structures that leapfrog 

central or formal networks and circumvent urban vulnerabilities, inadequacies, and absences. 

While often occupying margins affected by prolonged deterioration, disintegration, and 

suspension due to colonial legacies, political instabilities, destabilized systems, and place-based 

vulnerabilities, these technologies or structures constitute a dynamic and popular form of urban 

order and development in many cities of the global South. Their development dissociates from 

imaginaries of Western urban modernity, rendering linear progression from “less developed” to 

“more developed” fatuous. They are mundane and modest, and speak to a being and materiality 

that transcends dominant Euro-American traditions and conceptions. As such, they go against a 
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universal view of urbanity as a singular, concentrated, and inert idea, toward a more diverse, 

situated, and essentially shifting view of the urban as a domain that owes its indebtedness to 

incompleteness. 

In African cities, the age of digital technologies since the early 1990s has increasingly 

leveraged on informal and small-scale entrepreneurial practices operationalized through such 

incremental, fragmentary, and ephemeral shacks, shanties, and micro-stalls. These structures, 

mediating mobile communications and digital payments are to be found in most strategic and 

highly peri-urban locations of African cities, where they target business markets and individual 

consumers. While exemplifying actual realities of smart urbanism within splintered and 

fragmented cities, these developments are locally driven and fashioned, and they are articulated 

beyond formal city plans. Unfortunately, because they deviate from conventional and codified 

norms and notions of the preferred ideal form of modernity, they are often disparaged and 

equated with failure and incomplete modernity and have attracted portrayals and descriptions of 

African cities as imperfect, fragmented, and less developed. 

The notion of incompleteness offers a lexicon that exceeds the language of normativity 

and completeness. Beyond the general expectation that urban and modern technologies must 

appear, function, or develop in a certain way, and be well-structured, properly engineered, 

smooth-functioning, or seamless and complete, the language of incompleteness encourages us to 

appreciate the diversity of urban articulations, lives, and experiences. It encourages us to 

appreciate urban hassles and encounters that are driven by different kinds of logics, sensibilities, 

calculations, and rationalities. More broadly, incompleteness invites us to view “the urban” as a 

constantly shifting and mutating domain, one that is continuously under repair and maintenance 

or patched up through incremental innovation and modification. It destigmatizes peculiar and 

marginal articulations in the global South especially in geographies that do not yield or conform 

to the singularity, dominance, and universality of Western modernity and urban culture, thus 

setting us back to the foundational question of teleology, particularly concerning what it means 

for things to be complete. 

But overall, it draws us to the inherent and ontological incompleteness of intellectual 

loops and circuits not least in the global South. This is because our own understanding of reality 
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itself is incomplete, as theories (produced) and knowledges (generated) everywhere are 

constantly shifting, evolving, and subject to continuous redefinition. Thus, recasting our gaze 

through the lens of incompleteness enhances our level of awareness toward a better 

understanding of urban articulations in the global South. 

This, first and foremost, requires that typically Southern articulations are examined 

through an informed, situated perspective. It requires a countering of completist pursuits by 

opening up to articulations beyond the most dominant and hegemonic gaze that is captured by 

utopian–dystopian and transformative–incrementalist binaries where developments in the 

developed world are viewed as ontologically fixed, silent, stable, smooth-functioning, and non-

contestable, and those in the developing world are viewed as diverse, heterogeneous, divergent, 

and malleable. We need to shift narratives away from strong North–South dichotomies and 

utopian–dystopian visions and imaginaries toward a more representational view of diverse 

constellations informed by different contexts. Here, incompleteness triggers new insights to 

theorizing that is open to the plurality the fundamentally entangled multiplicities of variegated 

dimensional fluxes of the urban beyond the teleological claim that the South needs to follow the 

North’s trajectory if it is to develop. 

Secondly, recasting our gaze through incompleteness requires us to view cities (and 

urban developments) through their constant invitations and reproduction, where cities cannot be 

viewed as self-contained units of analysis, but as points of engagement. What becomes 

imperative here is the importance of going beyond ideal types toward viewing dwellings and 

domains in the global South as social, cultural, political, historical contexts that are produced 

through their particular relationships with (the often exclusionary nature of) neoliberal and 

market-oriented interventions as well as globalization, development, and postcoloniality. 

Likewise, dwellings and structures are not homogeneous or structurally and demographically 

defined entities, but rather are diverse, heterogeneous, and different—thus, they require creative 

and critical ways to discern their ordinariness, heterogeneity, different assemblages, forms of 

organizing, and diversity. 

Thirdly, recasting our gaze through incompleteness requires us to pay analytical attention 

to “ordinary contexts” beyond the most paradigmatic contexts of the global South and global 
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North. This is because developments that tend to fall outside of the central frameworks and 

language, and beyond often-more-familiar contexts, deserve as much attention as any other in 

processes of theory production and knowledge making. The imperative of this lies in the need to 

further open up space for alternative conceptions that illuminate how different geographies and 

contexts produce novel forms and articulations that exceed the most dominant and hegemonic 

forms. Here, incompleteness offers a new conception and new awareness in our theoretical 

outlook, writing situated dwellings from the viewpoint of the people who live there. It is 

imperative for instigating conversations that speak to different forms of power and different 

modes of being-in-the-world beyond hegemonic institutions and beyond formal/hegemonic and 

informal/heterogeneous structural binaries. 

Finally, this all requires employing innovative non-representational methodologies that 

draw upon a wide array of sources that go beyond written material in official documents and 

seek a better appreciation of molecular details of everyday life. In other words, it requires the 

adoption of methods that incorporate everyday unequal experiences, that valorise the orientations 

and practices of those who create, sustain, and inhabit incomplete urban worlds, and that 

illuminate how different real-world in-situ experiences and practices produce novel forms and 

articulations that may exceed—at the time—the most dominant and hegemonic forms. Research 

is also a process of knowledge production that requires careful and continued grounding and 

contextualization in a non-hegemonic, decentered, and participatory way to fully keep up with 

prevailing formations that transpire through a multitude of mingled and tangled connections, 

relations, provisions, and lives. 

 


